
Primary 1/2 

Term 1 – My Learning Journey 

Class Teacher: Mrs G Robertson 
 

Numeracy & Mathematics 

In Primary 1, I will learn to recognise, describe and create 

patterns with shapes, numbers and pictures.  Small group 

teaching, games and activities will help with learning to 

identify numbers, exploring before and after, and organising 

groups of numbers.  I will learn to add and subtract numbers 

within 5, and become familiar with five frames, Numicon, 

number lines etc. to help develop a love of number. 

  

In Primary 2, I will continue to develop and build  

on my knowledge of shapes, and focus on Place  

Value and ordering 2 digit numbers. 
 

Literacy & English 

The class will learn about the “Give Me Five!” listening skills. 

In P1, I will explore rhythm and rhyme through stories and 

songs.  I will learn the names of the alphabet letters and the 

sounds that they make in words.  I will practise forming the 

letters correctly, both in my name and when writing the 

alphabet. 

 

As a P2 learner, I will increase my knowledge  

of spelling sounds and tricky words.  Reading  

sessions will develop skills in blending and using  

expression. 

Health & Wellbeing 

I will focus on establishing routines to make the day run 

smoothly, as well as exploring and agreeing on a Class 

Charter in line with the UN Convention on the Rights of the 

Child.  This will help me make positive choices when moving, 

learning or playing with others.  I will begin to learn how to 

communicate my feelings, and explore strategies to regulate 

my emotions.  In PE, I will be playing community building 

games to develop my fitness and co-ordination.  

How can you help?  

Ensure I am well rested and ready to learn.  

Provide water only please as my drink for class. 

Other Curricular Areas 

In Term 1, I will learn simple greetings, numbers 1 to 10 and 

colours through our programme of French activities.  I will 

learn to communicate my ideas, thoughts and feelings 

through role-play, drama and musical activities using stories 

as a stimulus. I will develop the skills to navigate to, log in 

and complete activities on learning platforms such as 

Sumdog and Bug Club. In preparation for our school’s 60th 

birthday, I will explore aspects of life in the 1960s and now. 

In Science, I will learn to classify man-made and  

natural resources, and learn about the best choice  

of materials to solve a problem. 
 


